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Molecular Lifetime Changes Induced by Nanometer Scale Optical Fields
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We present a new practical scheme to study the spectroscopic properties of molecules embedded
in optically complex surroundings. The response function accounting for the modification of the
spectroscopic behavior of the molecules is derived self-consistently in direct space through the
numerical solution of Dyson’s equation. We apply this scheme to investigate near-field optical effects
due to fluorescence phenomena. Experimentally relevant examples show that the dramatic decay of
the molecular lifetime upon approaching a surface defect could achieve well-resolved imaging of
subwavelength structures.

PACS numbers: 33.80.–b, 42.30.Yc, 78.66.–w, 85.42.+m
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The decay of the fluorescence lifetime of an excited m
ecule in interaction with a solid surface has been ext
sively studied over the last twenty years [1–4]. In the p
few years, the interest for this proximity effect has be
revived by the emergence of new optical characterizat
methods able to analyze spectroscopic events assoc
with individual molecules [5–11]. More recently, scan
ning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) performe
with a subwavelength aperture has been successfully u
to image the fluorescence near-field signal emitted by a
gle molecule [7–9]. These contributions raised several
portant questions concerning the mechanisms underly
such experiments: How does the macroscopic surrou
ing formed by the tip-sample junction modify the behavi
of the embedded quantum system? In particular, what k
of relation between image and object may be expected
measuring the lifetime changes of a molecule attached
the probing tip?

From a theoretical point of view, this new experimen
methodology is challenging because of the limited num
of predictive models able to describe the modificati
of the intrinsic spectroscopic properties of molecul
in the presence of mesoscopic structures dressed
complex optical surroundings [11]. In fact, the presen
of any microscopic system (here the molecules) placed
interaction with a mesoscopic environment breaks do
the symmetry. This makes the application of a stand
boundary conditions based method extremely difficu
This difficulty can be overcome by a combination
microscopic and macroscopic descriptions, where
response function of the dielectric surrounding is deriv
from an appropriate iterative numerical algorithm [12].

The aim of this Letter is twofold. First, we will
adapt the well-established electromagnetic field pro
gator method to some experimentally relevant config
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rations (SNOM junctions or nanocavity with interacting
molecules). In our scheme, we will neglect any effec
originating from the specific chemical interactions be
tween the molecule and its surrounding. In a second sta
we will extract the effective polarizability of the molecule
dressed by the local electromagnetic field [13].

Let us consider a junction formed by the tetrahedra
tip of a SNOM device facing a bare dielectric surface
When such a low symmetry system is excited by an e
ternal optical field, a highly confined field appears at th
vicinity of the tip. Figure 1 illustrates such a nanometer
size optical field produced in the gap region of a SNOM
junction. This computer simulation was performed with
the numerical scheme described in [14]. Such subwav

FIG. 1. Illustration of scattering and light confinement in the
vicinity of a SNOM junction [14]. The three-dimensional
map represents the normalized field intensityI  jEj2yjE0j

2,
calculated in the observation planeZobs  20 nm. The tip-
sample distance is 30 nm and the system is illuminated
internal reflection in thep-polarized mode. The optical indexes
of tip and sample are identicalsn  1.5d and the incident
wavelength l  600 nm. In the present configuration, the
FWHM of the peak reaches about 75 nm.
© 1995 The American Physical Society
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length confinement effect is typical of SNOM device
and cannot be achieved with usual optical focusing. B
cause of this strong confined field, nanometric spa
variations of the dielectric surrounding will also mod
ify the intrinsic polarizability of a molecule placed in it
proximity. This introduced then a significant modifica
tion of the lifetime of the excited molecular level, a
ways accompanied with a small shift of the correspon
ing occupied level [13]. These spectroscopic chan
can be qualitatively understood by saying that the mo
cule is “dressed” by the surrounding, or, in other word
that the molecule responds with aneffective polarizabil-
ity aeffsvd. In the case of a planar surface, the lif
time variation of the excited state depends on the d
tance between the molecule and the surface in a ra
complex manner. At very large distances, this variati
displays an oscillatory regime due to interference ph
nomena; whereas in the near zone, the nonradiative
ergy transfer between the excited molecule and the s
face produces a strong decrease of the lifetime [1]. Th
are actually some similarities between this phenomen
and the nonradiative optical energy transfer exploited
the optical tunneling effect [15]. Indeed, both of the
are governed by evanescent optical fields.

Let us now analyze how the intrinsic response pro
erties of the molecule are perturbated by a nanoscale
electric environment. When the junction is excited wi
the optical fieldE0sr, td of an external laser source, th
local field Esr, td displayed in Fig. 1 is a physical ob
servable, since it has already been averaged on the q
tum states of the dielectric surrounding. This field c
be computed from various direct space numerical sche
[14,16]. When a single molecule, labeledsmd and located
at rm, is then introduced in the junction, the interactio
Hamiltonian reads

Hstd  2fEsrm, td 1 E srm, tdg ? mstd , (1)

wheremstd and E srm, td are the polarization operator o
the molecule and the electric field operator associated w
the dielectric surrounding, respectively. These operat
are written here in the interaction representation.
this stage, since we neglect any chemical interact
between the molecule and its support, we can assu
that the short range interaction between the molecule
the dielectric surrounding does not cause any signific
modification of the wave functionjcl of the entire system.
With this assumption it is legitimate to apply the tim
dependent Hartree approximation, where one assu
that each part of the system moves under the combi
effect of the external force and the average displacem
of the other parts [17]. One can then consider th
jcl is a tensor product of the two wave function
jcmoll and jcsurl associated with the molecule and th
surrounding, respectively. A straightforward applicatio
of the perturbation theory shows that the linear respo
of the two variablesmstd andE sr, td is given by
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Emolsrm, td  kEsrm, td 1 E srm, tdl

 Esrm, td 1
Z t

2`

Ssrm, rm, t 2 t0d ? kmst0dl dt0

(2)

and

mmolsrm, td  kmstdl


Z t

2`

a0st 2 t0d ? kEsrm, t0d 1 E srm, t0dl dt0,

(3)

whereEmolsrm, td andmmolsrm, td represent the temporal
variation of the effective field and of the dipole moment at
the position of the molecule, respectively. The dyadic ten-
sor Ssrm, rm, t 2 t0d defines the temporal representation
of the field susceptibility of the dielectric surrounding and
a0st 2 t0d the dynamical polarizability of the molecule.
These quantities can be expressed in terms of the quan-
tum average of the commutators of the operatorsE sr, td
andmstd [18]:

Ssr, r0, t 2 t0d  siyh̄d kcj fE sr0, t0d, E sr, tdg jcl (4)

and

a0st 2 t0d  siyh̄d kcj fmst0d, mstdg jcl . (5)

Finally, by replacing Eq. (3) in Eq. (2), one obtains the
time dependent self-consistent equation for the molecular
electric field:

Emolsrm, td  Esrm, td

1
Z t

2`

dt0
Z t0

2`

dt00Ssrm, rm, t 2 t0d

3 a0st0 2 t00dEmolsrm, t00d . (6)

The solution of this implicit integral equation requires one
to pass intov space:

Emolsrm, vd  Msrm, vd ? Esrm, vd , (7)

whereMsrm, vd is the s3 3 3d dynamical matrix defined
by

Msrm, vd  fI 2 Ssrm, rm, vd ? a0svdg21. (8)

In a first stage, this equation gives the molecular effective
field Emolsrm, vd. The fieldEmolsrm, vd generated by the
molecule far away from the molecule can be described
by applying the matrix Lippmann-Schwinger equation
associated with a single molecule [13,14]

Emolsr, vd  Esr, vd

1 Ssr, rm, vd ? aeffsvd ? Emolsrm, vd , (9)

with

aeffsvd  a0svd ? Msrm, vd . (10)

This renormalized response function describes how the
molecule radiates optical energy when its polarizability
is dressed by the surrounding junction. In our electro-
dynamical treatment, this proximity effect is completely
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contained in the dyadicSsr, r0, vd which is the key in-
gredient of our problem [cf. Eqs. (8) and (10)]. In th
past, various matching boundary conditions based m
ods have been used for the calculation ofSsr, r0, vd near
systems of simple symmetry (spheres, cylinders, plan
etc.) [13]. In the presence of highly complex optical sy
tems other strategies must be adopted. As discusse
[12,14], the recent developments of real space approac
for electromagnetic scattering and light confinement
tablished a powerful tool for the calculation of the ele
tromagnetic response of arbitrary optical systems. In t
scheme, the field-susceptibility tensorS required to obtain
aeffsvd obeys the discretized Dyson’s equation

Ssri ,rj , vd  S0sri , rj, vd

1

nX
k1

xksrk , vd ? S0sri , rk, vd ? Ssrk , rj , vd , (11)

where the tip-sample system has been divided inton
meshes of volumeVi centered atri , i  1, . . . , n, and

xisri , vd  fesri , vd 2 1gViy4p (12)

is related to the dielectric constantesri , vd. The dyadic
S0 occurring in Eq. (11) defines the field susceptibility
a reference system (e.g., the surface of a dielectric [1
Instead of solving Eq. (11) with a standard linear algeb
procedure, we apply the original iterative procedure d
scribed in [12,16], which allows one to handle accurate
very large discretized systems.

In the next stage, in order to avoid the huge compu
tional difficulties involved in anab initio treatment of the
dynamical properties of the molecule, we will restrict o
discussion to a two-level molecular model [13]

a0svd 
1
h̄

(
2v0m01m01

v
2
0 2 v2 2 ivG0

)
, (13)

where m01 is the matrix element of the operator pola
ization between the two molecular levels. Using a sim
lar two-level representation for the effective polarizabili
and assuming that the dressed molecule belongs to
C`y molecular group, we can define two different effe
tive polarizabilitiesa

eff
k svd and a

eff
' svd. The symbolk

refers to the emitting dipole direction parallel to the pla
of the substrate, whereas' refers to the emitting dipole
direction orthogonal to that plane. The effective wid
associated withaeff

ky'svd can be obtained by introducing
Eq. (13) in (10); this leads to

Gky'srmd  G0 Re

(
Mxxyzzsrm, 0d

Mxxyzzsrm, v0d

)
. (14)

Note that when the matrixM in Eq. (14) is expanded
to the first Born approximation, one recovers a res
previously discussed by Metiu [13].

In Fig. 2 we have used relation (14) to investigate t
distance dependence of the normalized lifetimeG0yGk for
a fluorescing molecule located in the tip-sample junctio
This quantity can be measured by generating ap-polarized
surface wave with an electric field perpendicular to t
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FIG. 2. Distance dependence of the normalized lifetime
G0yGk inside the junction, as a function of the position of the
molecule. The geometry used in the simulation is describe
in the inset and the tip-sample separation is maintained a
Z0  1600 nm. The glass sample is covered with a square
shaped silver layer 300 nm long and 20 nm high.

surface of the sample [15]. The simulations presente
in Figs. 2 and 3 are performed in this polarization mode
The molecular parameters used in this simulation ar
G0  2 3 106 s21, a0  10 Å3, and the fluorescing
wavelength isl0  612 nm. The geometry of the junc-
tion consists of a glass support with a thin square silve
protrusion, facing a tetrahedral dielectric tip with sharp
edges and a 10 nm ending curvature radius. When th
molecule approaches the metal pad, one first observes t
usual decay followed then by the fluorescence quenching
For intermediate distances, the lifetime variation in the gap
region s300 # Zm # 1300 nmd displays standard quasi-
periodic oscillations with a period close to the half-
fluorescing wavelengthl0. It may be seen that towards
the dielectric tip the decay is less abrupt, and a mag
nification of the evolution of the coefficientG0yGk as
the molecule approaches the tip extremity indicates tha
the lifetime drops about 1 order of magnitude when the
molecule becomes adsorbed on the tip surface. In th
particular case where the material (here the glass sha
tip) does not display dissipative properties in the optica
range, the decay originates from the specific form of the
imaginary part associated with the spatial contribution o
the tip propagator. In other words, this effect is related
to the high model density existing in the near-field zone
around such systems (cf. Fig. 1). Furthermore, when th
tip is brought near the substrate the oscillations collapse
In such a situation, the molecular lifetime change, al-
though sensitive to the combined action of the tip and o
the sample, remains induced by the presence of the meta

This first simulation clearly indicates that the fluoresc-
ing molecule behaves as a highly sensitive nanoprobe t
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FIG. 3. Simulation of a sequence of two fluorescence N
of a square shaped silver protrusion deposited on a g
substrate. The scan area is280 3 280 nm2 and two different
approach distances are investigated: (A)Z0  80 nm andh
varies from 0.975 (black area) to 1.75 (white); (B)Z0  50 nm
and0.984 # h # 5.3.

the external environment. In particular, working in th
near-field zone just before the quenching effect occu
should make it possible to increase the lateral SNO
resolution [8]. We have further investigated this asp
and give in Fig. 3 a sequence of two fluorescence ne
field images (NFI) of a square shape silver pad of sect
90 3 90 nm2 and 15 nm height. In this simulation, th
molecule is attached to the extremity of the same te
hedrally shaped probing tip with a 10 nm ending curv
ture radius. These images were obtained by calcula
the normalized widthh  GkyG0 when the tip-molecule
system is scanning above the sample. The evolution
the NFI against the tip-sample distance raises the follo
ing comments: First, one observes that the image rem
symmetrical with respect to the object contour, whate
the tip-sample separation investigated. In fact, in thep-
polarized illumination mode the symmetry of the NFI im
age is mainly governed by the decay of a moleclar dip
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perpendicular to the average plan of the sample. The mai
resulting effect is, as expected, a better image-object rela
tion. This behavior differs from the usual SNOM con-
figuration in which the near-field topographies are highly
sensitive both to the illumination mode and to the geome-
try of the object [15]. Second, Fig. 3 exhibits another in-
teresting feature: As the observation distance is reduced
the corners and the metallic edges of the object appear t
be enhanced compared to the central part of the meta
lic protrusion. This effect, specific to metallic objects, is
consistent with the physical content of Eq. (14). Indeed,
in the distance range studied here, the first Born approx
imation is perfectly valid. Under these conditions, it is
easy to show thatG is proportional to the imaginary part
ImfSsrm, rm, v0dg of the surrounding’s propagator. For a
metallic object, ImfSsrm, rm, v0dg increases drastically at
the immediate proximity of sharp edges and consequentl
reinforces the imaging contrast near localized regions tha
display the smallest curvature radius. Above the centra
part of the metallic island we have observed that the varia
tion of the lifetime width remains significantly high, since
h varies between 1.26 and 1.56 as the approach distanc
varies between 80 and 50 nm.

Finally, the numerical scheme described in this Let-
ter could also be applied to other domains of electrody-
namics, where the electromagnetic propagator of geome
rically complex systems is required.
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